
Leaders' Meeting by AI Gestion

Files translated following the meeting with Eugene!
Live: December 07, 2021 - 7pm (Paris)

INTRO

1 //
Perfect Money wanted to charge us a payment fee of 9.99% and we disabled them. We no longer work with PM.

2 //
Many users complain that Protect funds have disappeared. I would like to remind you that not all Protect funds will be paid. Protect is here just to compensate for your
cashback.

Here is a reminder:

The protection balance may be greater than the amount of cashback that must be cleared. In this case, the customer will not get the full Protect balance but only the
amounts that were supposed to be compensated.

So,
If your Protect balance is USD 100 and USD 80 needs to be cleared, it means that USD 20 will "be deleted" from your account.

3 //
Advertising campaigns are always launched late (10 days) because some marketing department resources work hard to check all the cashback accounts involved. It
took longer than expected but you must remember that we have more than 10,000 accounts. We are convinced that the schedule for launching advertising campaigns
will be restored as soon as the veriUcation problem is resolved.

4 //
Many users write to us to say that Eugene gave a delay of 1 to 2 weeks. I didn't give a speciUc deadline. You must not misinterpret the information I provide.

I wrote: "I don't know exactly how long it will take 3-4 days or 1-2 weeks." It clearly indicates that "I don't know" because the work may take longer than expected.

5 //
Sales are displayed late because we have modiUed some processes. Every time you go to your "Sales" section, we get information directly from cashback aggregators.
The largest aggregator with whom we work asked us to limit our requests per day because we sent them so many requests that it saturated on their side. From now on,
we get the information only once a day and per account and must save the information in the CACHE for 24 hours.

Due to some problems with the CACHE, some sales remained blocked on 03.12.2021. This problem has just been solved.

6 //
Very often, users see "0" balances in their accounts. This is due to maintenance work as we wrote in the news.

https://t.me/ai_marketing/355
 

7 //
As I wrote above, we are currently conducting work related to database optimization. Due to the work mentioned above, we do not temporarily send information on the
abliate's income to INB. All abliates' revenues will be credited to your accounts as soon as we Unish the work.

8 //
Very important:

We run scripts on the website to locate all unprocessed withdrawals. Our website may be overloaded at that time.

If you see "0" on your sales or if the website does not respond or if there are other signs that the website is working slowly, please do not start jumping from one section
to another, reloading, activating a certiUcate or recovering your INB premium at that time.

The operations you perform when the website is overloaded may be lost.

9 //
We did not return unprocessed AI Marketing withdrawals to anyone. As I wrote at the last brieUng, we will inform everyone about the obcial Telegram feed.

We plan to start soon. The work slowed down because we had to conUgure the cache for "Sales" and most members of our team are still busy optimizing the database.

10 //
Websites and social media posts that provide exact dates for restoring withdrawals "feed" you with fake news. The real information will be disseminated on our obcial
channel.

https://t.me/ai_marketing
 

11 //
It is not necessary to write to the media that unprocessed withdrawals have not been returned to your account. We receive thousands of messages of this type. We
know which withdrawals have been processed and which have not. Everything will be returned without contacting support.

12 //
Approximately 15,000 applications were submitted for the prize to win 13 trips to the Cashback conference in Dubai.

The draw will take place on Saturday, December 11. If a person who has misentered his data wins, the next on the list will receive a prize.

! RETRANSMISSION OF EXCHANGES WITH THE AI MARKETING OFFICE

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Remember to refresh the page regularly to see the questions and answers appear live.

QUESTION 1
The reason for this fake news, which some broadcast, is your responsibility because you do not provide us with any obcial information. Although the information is
simple, it is important to us and our teams.
We, as leaders, ask you to have periodic information so that members do not fall prey to those who wish to drink on their YouTube channel or Telegram channel.

ANSWER 1
We provide obcial information. It is your responsibility to consult information not from our obcial channel.

QUESTION 2
Eugene, hello. Thank you and the team for your work. At a previous meeting, you suggested that we do not encourage robot reloading (other than cashback reinjection).
Is this recommendation still valid?

ANSWER 2
That was my recommendation there are 2 brieUngs (in my opinion). Nothing has changed. It would be misleading to invite people and ask them to top up sales on the
site that does not work properly.

QUESTION 3
Eugene, hello!
Please, what are your programmers' calendar estimates for optimizing the database, recovering unprocessed transfers and resuming withdrawals?

ANSWER 3
We work. 2 weeks ago, the forecast was -2 weeks ago. The aggregator asked us to stop sending frequent requests, since in fact we have it DDose with our requests. We
had to postpone the rest of the business and get started.

This, in turn, has led to the need to modify other processes to ensure the stability of the systems.

I think that by the end of this week, we will close the conclusions and start returning the untreated inference. I think so - I'm not sure.

QUESTION 4
Can you tell us to what extent you believe that the repayment of old balances via the protection fund has progressed and whether all the accounts concerned follow the
process?

ANSWER 4
I don't know the exact Ugures. I'll check by the next brieUng

QUESTION 5
Good night everyone. Good evening Eugene, regarding scripts, what is the estimated calculation speed?

ANSWER 5
We don't only run 1 process. We had to switch to CACHE works at the request of the cashback aggregator.

We estimate that it will take us about a week to calculate everything and start repaying the money on the accounts once we are done with the CACHE.

QUESTION 6
Have a good evening. Thank you for the news. But all the teams are waiting for withdrawals to resume, and not a word from you on the subject. Can you tell us when
this will be possible?

ANSWER 6
Pass

1) Introductory part word for word.
2) Hopefully, next week, we will start returning unprocessed Undings, unless something unexpected happens again

QUESTION 7
good evening, thank you for your information.

On a scale of 1 to 100%, could you give us an approximate % to estimate the progress of restoration to a stable state.

Being able to withdraw money for any e-commerce is a sign of good health, and currently it is very dibcult to maintain the morale and trust of AI Marketing members.

Patience is put to the test

ANSWER 7
50%

QUESTION 8
Good night Eugene! A question from a partner: why does the money from the inb bonus enter the robot faster than reinvestment or replenishment, what is the difference
if, as far as I understand, veriUcation is necessary for any amount?

ANSWER 8
Hello,

This is incorrect information.

1) As far as I know, everything goes into advertising in turn
2) What veriUcation is necessary for what amount?

QUESTION 9
Hi
Our godchildren, especially those who have just joined our team, are very impatient. In the last 6 months, about 3 sites have had problems.
This puts us a lot of pressure.
Can you announce a more precise deadline for the return of withdrawals, which is our main concern?

ANSWER 9
Hi

1) I know we have problems and we have explained the reasons for them.

2) I can't announce the exact time because I don't know it

QUESTION 10
Is the company ready for the amount of withdrawals that will occur?
Or there will be a limit

ANSWER 10
We do not plan to have limits.

QUESTION 11
Hello Eugène, we are used on the part of the company to transparency and clarity, as happened during the Urst suspension problem. We hope from the company today
to provide evidence of what happened in order to present it to people because it has become very bad for the teams

ANSWER 11
I understand that people are not happy but all I can do is just provide you with the information I have.

QUESTION 12
- does deleting half of your income (because of the protection fund for certain accounts) affect accounting or Unance?

ANSWER 12
This reduces our Unances, but we must pay all the cashback in accordance with the user agreement. We're not happy but we have to do it

QUESTION 13
Hello,
When will the transfer of funds between accounts (via the green card number) be activated?

ANSWER 13
We do not plan to allow transfers between accounts. To transfer, you must withdraw from one account and deposit into another account.

QUESTION 14
Will withdrawals be available before Christmas? Before you meet in Dubai?

ANSWER 14
1) Not sure Christmas - we try
2) 100% must be done before Dubai

QUESTION 15
hello, very dear Admin Eugene rikvin
here is my question:
I would like you to develop a communication service in the back obce so as to broadcast preventive messages when the platform encounters dibculties and visible at
each connection. Sincerely, Greeting

ANSWER 15
We are busy solving other problems and do not have time at the moment. We can do it later.

Anyone can consult the news channel from time to time for the moment.

QUESTION 16
Eugene good evening!
I ask a question from a partner, changing the text:
Each year, a Hong Kong company is required to prepare Unancial statements that comply with Hong Kong Financial Reporting Standards (HKFRS). The report must be
accompanied by the auditor's opinion. In two serious judgments in 2021, will it be possible to pass a positive audit conclusion and submit high-quality reports?

ANSWER 16
We have no problem with the reports. Downtime was not up to us and were due to external reasons. Restaurants did not work during the coronavirus. Nothing - all
submitted their reports.

QUESTION 17
To help marketing increase its cash low and face future challenges, can we imagine creating a liquidity pool for stacking or creating a token that can be obtained?

ANSWER 17
We don't look so far at the moment. We must Urst restore customer conUdence and it is on their own that we can propose new projects.

QUESTION 18
You don't understand what we are asking of you.
We want obcial communication every day or every two / three days. Even if it is insigniUcant.
Don't let us go from one brieUng to another, without anything in the meantime.
It would be very reassuring for us and our teams.

ANSWER 18
There is no news to provide daily. We provide them as we deem appropriate.

We can spend our time inventing news for you or we can spend it working... what do you prefer?

QUESTION 19
Information like Perfect Money, why do we know it in meetings? Can we know at that time, if in daily communication... We really need it.... This will prevent us and our
team from making mistakes

ANSWER 19
We turned off PM. You wouldn't make a mistake. I just explained the reasons to you today

QUESTION 20
Good evening Dear Eugene! Leaders and their teams are worried about the resumption of withdrawals! At the last brieUng you said that withdrawals would be subject to
no limits. Will the payment system be able to cope with such a burden? Thank you for your answer

ANSWER 20
Withdrawals, initially, can only be made in cryptocurrency. Blockchain will be able to bear such a burden

Withdrawals to cards will be made in a second step.

QUESTION 21
Is it possible to get all members to make at least one withdrawal before the holidays?

ANSWER 21
I can't promise it. We do our best to restore it as soon as possible

QUESTION 22
Hi eugene, are we going to receive an invitation to the Dubai conference? Like in the summer of 2020 (of course when everything will be solved :) )

ANSWER 22
The marketing team is working on something. I don't know the details

QUESTION 23
Would it be possible to add a % of the progress of current resolutions (withdrawals) to your obcial channel? E.g. Thursday, December 9 60% progress Sunday 12 65%
resolution etc...

ANSWER 23
This makes no sense because the system may be 99% ready and there are still no withdrawals.

I won't spend our time making fanciful toys when we have so many problems to adjust!

You will have to take it as is

QUESTION 24
And another question! When it comes to timely brieUng information, there is too long a period of time! Perhaps the company has the ability to quickly transmit
information via the information channel, many people could be warned of errors! Many people ask why there is a lack of information in the event of company force
majeure
This will facilitate the work of technical support and eliminate structural tensions.
Thank you

ANSWER 24
We provide the information we deem necessary.

We can spend time offering you daily news, or we can spend the same time solving real problems. Which one would you prefer?

QUESTION 25
The wait becomes long. We only have information on resolving withdrawals every 2 weeks at meetings.

It would be better for you to inform us in the channels about withdrawals as you do for other topics.

Continuous information is very important to everyone.

ANSWER 25
There is no news to provide daily. We provide them as we deem appropriate.

We can spend our time inventing news for you or we can spend it working.

QUESTION 26
You didn't understand me.. we are in a dibcult time. We need obcial news every day, not every 15 days

ANSWER 26
There is no news to provide daily. We provide them as we deem appropriate.

We can spend our time inventing news for you or we can spend it working. You will have to take it as is.

QUESTION 27
Hello Eugeney,

We understand that your way of communicating is very personal.

Disseminating a message, even short about a point of progress on your part, would simply allow the various leaders to maintain their credibility.

Could you make an effort in this direction especially at the moment with the crisis we are going through?
This does not take much time and remains very effective.

Question 2:
In the channel group or on the site directly, for example for withdrawals:
You can report in the withdrawal section "currently withdrawals are not available, please do not request".

ANSWER 27
Are you asking for more information about the news channel or this chat - for leaders?

Answer 2:
We will close withdrawals as soon as we prepare to repay unprocessed withdrawals

QUESTION 28
Will you give qualiUed animators the opportunity to be accompanied by a person of their choice at the conference (family...) In the summer of 2020, it was possible if my
memory is good

ANSWER 28
The terms have changed. We had fewer people in 2020 so we were able to invite 2nd additional person. This year it won't be possible

QUESTION 29
Eugene, for 4 months of technical work, everyone was fed up with waiting and doubts, we really need clariUcation and when we don't have information, the members
bite their Ungers.

Advertising campaigns now leave within 6 days, and bonuses under 2, it's a fact.

ANSWER 29
1) I understand from the information and would be happy to give the exact date - if I knew it.

2) I checked with marketers. Different teams launch different campaigns (bonus/certiUcates/standard).
There are clearly fewer bonus campaigns and the bonus team seems to get by faster

QUESTION 30
As a leader, I think we should have a little more information about communication. There are often 0 information in a week or 10 days. In order to legitimize our status
as a leader, I suggest that you send us more progress (information). Possible?

ANSWER 30
We insist that you need to communicate more on the news channel or on the leaders' chat, but you don't seem to think so

QUESTION 31
Eugene, good evening, it has really become very dibcult to work, we often cannot help the partners, it takes a week to reach technical support, and they answer us to
reiterate the request. Partners are outraged not to be able to withdraw funds, we write... But the answers are "wait and wait". These are their words, I understand that
everything is not so simple, but at least we receive information more often, even if soon you will no longer be able to feed it with information, people are waiting for the
withdrawal of funds

ANSWER 31
1) I understand that people are not happy and do not sleep enough for a month now trying to repair it.

2) The medium does not write "repeat request". They write "please repeat the request during business hours". Requests sent during business hours are processed on a
day-to-day basis

QUESTION 32
Re Eugeney,

As you know, Cyril and I are professional developers and you were able to see our software (AI Gestion) since we conversed with your technical team.

We could make it easier for you and save you time on development by doing some technical work or simply by creating an information modal on your site.

Would you be willing to discuss it with us privately?

ANSWER 32
You have already offered your help at the last brieUng and I have already declined it. We will ask you if necessary

David, I hope we can put something in common once the problems are solved. Your product is exceptional from my point of view.

Thank you

QUESTION 33
We insist that you need to communicate more on the news channel or on the leaders' chat, but you don't seem to think so

In this case, I'm afraid that support will no longer waste time answering thousands of questions every day about withdrawals when you could have done so several
times obcially and saved time

ANSWER 33
Unfortunately, it doesn't work like that.

We have more than 3.5 million people on the platform and 73,555 on the News channel.

Many people don't read anything...

QUESTION 34
It is not reasonable when a problem occurs in one department for the other departments to be affected and go to solve the problem and leave what they should do
For example, the launch of advertising is delayed due to veriUcation
why don't you hire an additional support team?

ANSWER 34
Because they are highly qualiUed specialists that we cannot replace in 2 weeks.

QUESTION 35
Why not a roadmap for 2022 on the website?

ANSWER 35
Because we must solve the 2021 problems before we start sharing plans for 2022

QUESTION 36

ANSWER 36

SUMMARY

We remind you that in this period, any request for help from support must be justified!
Do not have to go through your upline to inquire and avoid making unnecessary requests to support.

The French-speaking leadership team thanks you for your attention!

The next meeting will take place on:

Our next meeting is in 2 weeks on Tuesday, December 21, 2021 at 7 p.m. Paris time.
Thank you all for your time.
.


